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Enable robots to formulate 
rich models of space from 

user-provided natural 
language descriptions	


Efficiently learn spatial, topological, 
and semantic properties of the 
environment, without a priori 

knowledge or a domain expert	


Estimate world models that are 
more accurate than the previous 

state-of-the-art by exploiting 
human-conveyed knowledge	
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Figure 7: The user utters the description “The gym is down the
hall” when the robot is at the location indicated by the triangle.

be that the robot has yet to visit the region that the user is refer-
ring to or, if it has, it is not aware of its label. Similarly, several
regions in the map are candidates for being the “gym,” but the
user may also be identifying a region that is not yet in the map.

In order to understand an expression like “The gym is down
the hall,” the system must first ground the landmark phrase “the
hall” to a specific entity in the environment. It must then infer
an entity in the environment that corresponds to the word “the
gym.” One can no longer assume that the user is referring to the
current location as “the gym” (the figure5) or that the location of
the “hall” (the landmark) is known (e.g., there are likely many
“halls” in the environment). We use the label distribution to rea-
son over the possible nodes that denote the landmark. In doing
so, we make the additional assumption that the landmark exists
in the graph and normalize the likelihoods for candidate “hall”
nodes. We later relax this assumption as we describe shortly.
We account for the uncertainty in the figure by formulating a
distribution over the nodes in the topology that expresses their
likelihood of being the landmark. Formally, we model the like-
lihood that each node vi is the figure by marginalizing over the
space of candidate landmarks
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are binary-valued random variables that in-
dicate that node vi is the landmark and figure, respectively. The
landmark likelihood p(�

l
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= T) follows from the normalized
label distributions, as described above. We arrive at the condi-
tional distribution p(�

f
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= T|�l
vj

= T) using the G3 framework
to infer groundings for the different parts of the description. In
the case of this example, the framework induces a probability
distribution over nodes whose location is consistent with being
“down the hall” from each of the conditioned landmark nodes,
based upon the robot’s pose at the time the user offers the com-

5In spatial linguistic theory, this is often referred to as the trajector.

“the gym” “is down” “the hall”

Go to the door.

(a) Spatial Relations.

With your back to the windows,
walk straight through the door
near the elevators. Continue to
walk straight, going through
one door until you come to an
intersection just past a white
board.

(b) Route Directions.

Lift the tire pallet in the air, then
proceed to deposit it to the right
of the tire pallet already on the
table right in front of you.

(c) Mobile Manipulation.

Figure 6: Commands paired with environments from corpora used in our experiments.

EV ENT1(r = Put,
l = OBJ2(f = the pallet),
l2 = PLACE3(r = on,

l = OBJ4(f = the truck)))
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(c) Factorization

Figure 5: In (a) is SDC tree for “Put the pallet on the truck.”
In (b) is the induced graphical model and in (c) is the factor-
ization.

with robot actions and environment state sequences. Exam-
ples from the corpora appear in Figure 6. We used one part
of these corpora to train the G3 model to learn the meanings
of words and used a held-out test set to evaluate the end-to-
end performance of the system at composing word meanings
in order to follow commands.

The first corpus focuses on spatial prepositions describ-
ing paths, such as “across,” “to,” “toward,” and “along.”
Each example in the corpus consists of a trajectory, a land-
mark object, and a phrase such as “Go to the door” or “Go

across the conference room;” the corpus includes both pos-
itive and negative examples of each spatial relation. One
of the authors created the corpus by drawing a sequence of
waypoints that corresponded to a phrase such as “down the
hallway.” Negative examples were created by treating pos-
itive examples of one spatial relation as negative examples
of another, with some exceptions such as “to” and “toward.”
This dataset provides a simple test bed to demonstrate the
model’s performance, as well as providing training exam-
ples for bootstrapping the model on this important class of
words. Figure 6a shows a sample prepositional phrase from
this corpus, paired with a path and landmark.

The second corpus consists of natural language route in-
structions. We collected a corpus of 150 natural language
route instructions from fifteen people, through one floor of
two adjoining office buildings. An example set of directions
from the corpus is shown in Figure 6b. Following these di-
rections is challenging because they consist of natural lan-
guage constrained only by the task and as a result may use
any of the complicated linguistic structures associated with
free-form natural language. This corpus provides a complex
sample of spatial language for a real-world task. To train the
model, we annotated each constituent in the corpus with a
corresponding path segment or landmark. We constructed
negative examples by randomizing these annotations. Fig-
ure 6b shows a sample command from the corpus.

The third corpus consists of mobile-manipulation com-
mands given to a robotic forklift. Annotators on Amazon
Mechanical Turk watched a video of a simulated forklift per-
forming an action, then wrote natural language commands
they would give to an expert human operator in order to
command them to carry out the actions in the video. This
corpus consists of a rich variety of mobile-manipulation
commands such as “Pick up the pallet of tires directly in
front of the forklift.” Figure 6c shows an example command
from this dataset.

3.1 Meanings For Words
Next, we trained models for each of the corpora and evalu-
ated their performance for specific words in a held-out test
set, using the same features for all models and annotated
parses. Table 1a shows the performance on words from the
spatial relations corpus. Not surprisingly, it learned good
models for the meanings of words in this simple corpus.
To illustrate the learned models for individual words, we
present the probability distribution as a heat map, where
red is high probability and blue is low probability. Figure 7
shows maps for “to the truck,” “past the truck” and “toward
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With your back to the windows,
walk straight through the door
near the elevators. Continue to
walk straight, going through
one door until you come to an
intersection just past a white
board.

(b) Route Directions.

Lift the tire pallet in the air, then
proceed to deposit it to the right
of the tire pallet already on the
table right in front of you.

(c) Mobile Manipulation.
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Figure 5: In (a) is SDC tree for “Put the pallet on the truck.”
In (b) is the induced graphical model and in (c) is the factor-
ization.

with robot actions and environment state sequences. Exam-
ples from the corpora appear in Figure 6. We used one part
of these corpora to train the G3 model to learn the meanings
of words and used a held-out test set to evaluate the end-to-
end performance of the system at composing word meanings
in order to follow commands.

The first corpus focuses on spatial prepositions describ-
ing paths, such as “across,” “to,” “toward,” and “along.”
Each example in the corpus consists of a trajectory, a land-
mark object, and a phrase such as “Go to the door” or “Go

across the conference room;” the corpus includes both pos-
itive and negative examples of each spatial relation. One
of the authors created the corpus by drawing a sequence of
waypoints that corresponded to a phrase such as “down the
hallway.” Negative examples were created by treating pos-
itive examples of one spatial relation as negative examples
of another, with some exceptions such as “to” and “toward.”
This dataset provides a simple test bed to demonstrate the
model’s performance, as well as providing training exam-
ples for bootstrapping the model on this important class of
words. Figure 6a shows a sample prepositional phrase from
this corpus, paired with a path and landmark.

The second corpus consists of natural language route in-
structions. We collected a corpus of 150 natural language
route instructions from fifteen people, through one floor of
two adjoining office buildings. An example set of directions
from the corpus is shown in Figure 6b. Following these di-
rections is challenging because they consist of natural lan-
guage constrained only by the task and as a result may use
any of the complicated linguistic structures associated with
free-form natural language. This corpus provides a complex
sample of spatial language for a real-world task. To train the
model, we annotated each constituent in the corpus with a
corresponding path segment or landmark. We constructed
negative examples by randomizing these annotations. Fig-
ure 6b shows a sample command from the corpus.

The third corpus consists of mobile-manipulation com-
mands given to a robotic forklift. Annotators on Amazon
Mechanical Turk watched a video of a simulated forklift per-
forming an action, then wrote natural language commands
they would give to an expert human operator in order to
command them to carry out the actions in the video. This
corpus consists of a rich variety of mobile-manipulation
commands such as “Pick up the pallet of tires directly in
front of the forklift.” Figure 6c shows an example command
from this dataset.

3.1 Meanings For Words
Next, we trained models for each of the corpora and evalu-
ated their performance for specific words in a held-out test
set, using the same features for all models and annotated
parses. Table 1a shows the performance on words from the
spatial relations corpus. Not surprisingly, it learned good
models for the meanings of words in this simple corpus.
To illustrate the learned models for individual words, we
present the probability distribution as a heat map, where
red is high probability and blue is low probability. Figure 7
shows maps for “to the truck,” “past the truck” and “toward
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With your back to the windows,
walk straight through the door
near the elevators. Continue to
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intersection just past a white
board.
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with robot actions and environment state sequences. Exam-
ples from the corpora appear in Figure 6. We used one part
of these corpora to train the G3 model to learn the meanings
of words and used a held-out test set to evaluate the end-to-
end performance of the system at composing word meanings
in order to follow commands.

The first corpus focuses on spatial prepositions describ-
ing paths, such as “across,” “to,” “toward,” and “along.”
Each example in the corpus consists of a trajectory, a land-
mark object, and a phrase such as “Go to the door” or “Go

across the conference room;” the corpus includes both pos-
itive and negative examples of each spatial relation. One
of the authors created the corpus by drawing a sequence of
waypoints that corresponded to a phrase such as “down the
hallway.” Negative examples were created by treating pos-
itive examples of one spatial relation as negative examples
of another, with some exceptions such as “to” and “toward.”
This dataset provides a simple test bed to demonstrate the
model’s performance, as well as providing training exam-
ples for bootstrapping the model on this important class of
words. Figure 6a shows a sample prepositional phrase from
this corpus, paired with a path and landmark.

The second corpus consists of natural language route in-
structions. We collected a corpus of 150 natural language
route instructions from fifteen people, through one floor of
two adjoining office buildings. An example set of directions
from the corpus is shown in Figure 6b. Following these di-
rections is challenging because they consist of natural lan-
guage constrained only by the task and as a result may use
any of the complicated linguistic structures associated with
free-form natural language. This corpus provides a complex
sample of spatial language for a real-world task. To train the
model, we annotated each constituent in the corpus with a
corresponding path segment or landmark. We constructed
negative examples by randomizing these annotations. Fig-
ure 6b shows a sample command from the corpus.

The third corpus consists of mobile-manipulation com-
mands given to a robotic forklift. Annotators on Amazon
Mechanical Turk watched a video of a simulated forklift per-
forming an action, then wrote natural language commands
they would give to an expert human operator in order to
command them to carry out the actions in the video. This
corpus consists of a rich variety of mobile-manipulation
commands such as “Pick up the pallet of tires directly in
front of the forklift.” Figure 6c shows an example command
from this dataset.

3.1 Meanings For Words
Next, we trained models for each of the corpora and evalu-
ated their performance for specific words in a held-out test
set, using the same features for all models and annotated
parses. Table 1a shows the performance on words from the
spatial relations corpus. Not surprisingly, it learned good
models for the meanings of words in this simple corpus.
To illustrate the learned models for individual words, we
present the probability distribution as a heat map, where
red is high probability and blue is low probability. Figure 7
shows maps for “to the truck,” “past the truck” and “toward

Figure 8: The factor graph model for the utterance “the gym is
down the hall” that is used by the G3 algorithm.

munication. In this manner, we make the assumption that the
person is describing the environment in the robot’s frame of
reference. The grounding likelihood (14) simplifies with ego-
centric language as the figure is implicitly the robot’s current
location.

4.3.1 Grounding Natural Language Descriptions with G3

Before proceeding, we briefly describe the G3 algorithm, which
was initially proposed by Tellex et al. [44]. Given natural lan-
guage text ⇤, G3 provides a distribution over the space of pos-
sible mappings between each word in the parsed description
and the corresponding groundings in the external model. This
distribution takes the general form

p(�|�, ⇤, M), (15)

where � = {�1, . . . , �n} denotes the set of possible ground-
ings and M represents the robot’s world model, which includes
the robot’s pose and a map of the environment. The corre-
spondence variable � contains boolean-valued variables � for
each linguistic element � 2 ⇤ and grounding � 2 �, such
that � = True iff � corresponds to �. In our application, the
groundings are the locations of the nodes in the semantic graph
the paths between nodes according to the metric map.

Taking advantage of the compositional, hierarchical struc-
ture of natural language [17], G3 parses the utterance into a set
of Spatial Description Clauses (SDCs). Each SDC is assigned
a type (event, object, place, or path) and consists of landmark
�

l
i, figure �

f
i , and relation �

r
i phrases. For the purposes of this

work, we parse descriptions into place and path SDCs using a
learned grammar that includes possible labels and spatial rela-
tions. G3 then factors the distribution (15) into individual terms,
one for each linguistic element

p(�|�, ⇤, M) =

Y

i

p(�i|�i, �, M). (16)

This factored distribution is represented as a graphical model
using a factor graph, such as the one shown in Figure 8 for the
“the gym is down the hall” utterance. The G3 algorithm uses a
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with robot actions and environment state sequences. Exam-
ples from the corpora appear in Figure 6. We used one part
of these corpora to train the G3 model to learn the meanings
of words and used a held-out test set to evaluate the end-to-
end performance of the system at composing word meanings
in order to follow commands.

The first corpus focuses on spatial prepositions describ-
ing paths, such as “across,” “to,” “toward,” and “along.”
Each example in the corpus consists of a trajectory, a land-
mark object, and a phrase such as “Go to the door” or “Go

across the conference room;” the corpus includes both pos-
itive and negative examples of each spatial relation. One
of the authors created the corpus by drawing a sequence of
waypoints that corresponded to a phrase such as “down the
hallway.” Negative examples were created by treating pos-
itive examples of one spatial relation as negative examples
of another, with some exceptions such as “to” and “toward.”
This dataset provides a simple test bed to demonstrate the
model’s performance, as well as providing training exam-
ples for bootstrapping the model on this important class of
words. Figure 6a shows a sample prepositional phrase from
this corpus, paired with a path and landmark.

The second corpus consists of natural language route in-
structions. We collected a corpus of 150 natural language
route instructions from fifteen people, through one floor of
two adjoining office buildings. An example set of directions
from the corpus is shown in Figure 6b. Following these di-
rections is challenging because they consist of natural lan-
guage constrained only by the task and as a result may use
any of the complicated linguistic structures associated with
free-form natural language. This corpus provides a complex
sample of spatial language for a real-world task. To train the
model, we annotated each constituent in the corpus with a
corresponding path segment or landmark. We constructed
negative examples by randomizing these annotations. Fig-
ure 6b shows a sample command from the corpus.

The third corpus consists of mobile-manipulation com-
mands given to a robotic forklift. Annotators on Amazon
Mechanical Turk watched a video of a simulated forklift per-
forming an action, then wrote natural language commands
they would give to an expert human operator in order to
command them to carry out the actions in the video. This
corpus consists of a rich variety of mobile-manipulation
commands such as “Pick up the pallet of tires directly in
front of the forklift.” Figure 6c shows an example command
from this dataset.

3.1 Meanings For Words
Next, we trained models for each of the corpora and evalu-
ated their performance for specific words in a held-out test
set, using the same features for all models and annotated
parses. Table 1a shows the performance on words from the
spatial relations corpus. Not surprisingly, it learned good
models for the meanings of words in this simple corpus.
To illustrate the learned models for individual words, we
present the probability distribution as a heat map, where
red is high probability and blue is low probability. Figure 7
shows maps for “to the truck,” “past the truck” and “toward
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(a) Spatial Relations.

With your back to the windows,
walk straight through the door
near the elevators. Continue to
walk straight, going through
one door until you come to an
intersection just past a white
board.

(b) Route Directions.

Lift the tire pallet in the air, then
proceed to deposit it to the right
of the tire pallet already on the
table right in front of you.

(c) Mobile Manipulation.

Figure 6: Commands paired with environments from corpora used in our experiments.
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Figure 5: In (a) is SDC tree for “Put the pallet on the truck.”
In (b) is the induced graphical model and in (c) is the factor-
ization.

with robot actions and environment state sequences. Exam-
ples from the corpora appear in Figure 6. We used one part
of these corpora to train the G3 model to learn the meanings
of words and used a held-out test set to evaluate the end-to-
end performance of the system at composing word meanings
in order to follow commands.

The first corpus focuses on spatial prepositions describ-
ing paths, such as “across,” “to,” “toward,” and “along.”
Each example in the corpus consists of a trajectory, a land-
mark object, and a phrase such as “Go to the door” or “Go

across the conference room;” the corpus includes both pos-
itive and negative examples of each spatial relation. One
of the authors created the corpus by drawing a sequence of
waypoints that corresponded to a phrase such as “down the
hallway.” Negative examples were created by treating pos-
itive examples of one spatial relation as negative examples
of another, with some exceptions such as “to” and “toward.”
This dataset provides a simple test bed to demonstrate the
model’s performance, as well as providing training exam-
ples for bootstrapping the model on this important class of
words. Figure 6a shows a sample prepositional phrase from
this corpus, paired with a path and landmark.

The second corpus consists of natural language route in-
structions. We collected a corpus of 150 natural language
route instructions from fifteen people, through one floor of
two adjoining office buildings. An example set of directions
from the corpus is shown in Figure 6b. Following these di-
rections is challenging because they consist of natural lan-
guage constrained only by the task and as a result may use
any of the complicated linguistic structures associated with
free-form natural language. This corpus provides a complex
sample of spatial language for a real-world task. To train the
model, we annotated each constituent in the corpus with a
corresponding path segment or landmark. We constructed
negative examples by randomizing these annotations. Fig-
ure 6b shows a sample command from the corpus.

The third corpus consists of mobile-manipulation com-
mands given to a robotic forklift. Annotators on Amazon
Mechanical Turk watched a video of a simulated forklift per-
forming an action, then wrote natural language commands
they would give to an expert human operator in order to
command them to carry out the actions in the video. This
corpus consists of a rich variety of mobile-manipulation
commands such as “Pick up the pallet of tires directly in
front of the forklift.” Figure 6c shows an example command
from this dataset.

3.1 Meanings For Words
Next, we trained models for each of the corpora and evalu-
ated their performance for specific words in a held-out test
set, using the same features for all models and annotated
parses. Table 1a shows the performance on words from the
spatial relations corpus. Not surprisingly, it learned good
models for the meanings of words in this simple corpus.
To illustrate the learned models for individual words, we
present the probability distribution as a heat map, where
red is high probability and blue is low probability. Figure 7
shows maps for “to the truck,” “past the truck” and “toward
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rections is challenging because they consist of natural lan-
guage constrained only by the task and as a result may use
any of the complicated linguistic structures associated with
free-form natural language. This corpus provides a complex
sample of spatial language for a real-world task. To train the
model, we annotated each constituent in the corpus with a
corresponding path segment or landmark. We constructed
negative examples by randomizing these annotations. Fig-
ure 6b shows a sample command from the corpus.
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mands given to a robotic forklift. Annotators on Amazon
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corpus consists of a rich variety of mobile-manipulation
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Figure 8: The factor graph model for the utterance “the gym is
down the hall” that is used by the G3 algorithm.

using a factor graph, such as the one shown in Figure 8 for the
“the gym is down the hall” utterance. The G3 algorithm uses a
log-linear model for each of the factors
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where µj are weights and sj are features that encode the rela-
tionship between the linguistic element �i and the groundings
�. For example, we use a feature that relates the length of the
path through the map from the landmark grounding �

l
i and fig-

ure grounding �

f
i when the relation �

r
i is “down from”:
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Similarly, features for other relations express the consistency
of the path between pairs of nodes with the uttered relation.
The set of relations for which we have trained feature weights
include “through,” “down from,” “near,” and “away from.” Ad-
ditional features include the likelihood of the landmark label
�

l
i under the multinomial associated with the node’s �

l
i label

distribution.
The G3 model learns the weights µk associated with each

feature by training on a corpus of SDCs from natural language
descriptions and the known groundings � and correspondences
�. In particular, we train our G3 model using a route direc-
tions corpus [20] that includes a set spoken directions through
an office building and positive and negative examples of paths
through the environment.

Given a particular spoken description, we use G3 to infer
groundings for the different parts of the utterance. In the case
of the current example, the framework uses the multinomial dis-
tributions over labels to find a node corresponding to the “hall”
landmark and induces a probability distribution over “gyms”
based on the nodes that are “down the hall” from the identified
landmark nodes. We ground relational utterances �

r
i by consid-

ering the shortest path that travels from the robot’s pose at the
time of the description through the pair of landmark �

l
i and fig-

ure �

f
i node groundings. We use the A⇤ algorithm [39] to solve

for the shortest path through the semantic graph topology. We

then use features over these paths (18) to evaluate their con-
sistency with the uttered relation (e.g., “down from,” “near,”
and “through”). The likelihood of this path is calculated for
each possible figure and landmark pair. We marginalize out the
landmarks to arrive at the likelihood of the figure region having
the described label,

p(fj) =

X

li

P (�j |fj , li, pj) ⇥ P (li), (19)

where fj is the figure being evaluated, pj is the path from the
robot’s location at the time of the description to the figure, �j

is the corresponding likelihood of the grounding, and li is a
corresponding landmark.

For both types of expressions, the algorithm updates the se-
mantic distribution according to the rule
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where �↵ is the likelihood of the figure grounding. In the case
of egocentric language, when the robot’s position is implicitly
the figure, we set this likelihood to �↵ = 1 for the current node
in the graph. When the descriptions are ambiguous, we set �↵

to the landmark likelihood computed via Equation 14.
An advantage of having a probabilistic model over the space

of groundings is that it provides a means of recognizing when
there is not enough information contained in the semantic graph
to ground the language. This allows us to recognize many of
the situations in which the user describes areas that either the
robot hasn’t yet visited or they reference landmarks whose la-
bels were never added to the map. For example, it’s not uncom-
mon for the user to mention regions that are within sight but
they have yet to reach (e.g., the user may say “The lab is across
the lobby,” but the robot has never been to the region being re-
ferred to as “the lab.”). We refer to descriptions of this form as
anticipatory.

We identify instances of anticipatory descriptions by using
our distributions over the landmark and figure locations to eval-
uate the likelihood that the landmark matches a labeled region
in the graph and that there are one or mode candidate figure re-
gions consistent with the language. When the method is suf-
ficiently confident in the ability to ground the language (we
use a threshold of 0.2), we update the label distributions as de-
scribed above. However, when the grounding likelihoods sug-
gest an anticipatory description, the algorithm adds the expres-
sion along with its timestamp to a per-particle queue of antici-
patory descriptions. As the robot proceeds through the environ-
ment and new nodes and semantic information are added to the
map, the algorithm continues to evaluate the grounding likeli-
hood (14) for the queued descriptions. Specifically, we consider
candidate pairs of landmark and figure nodes and determine the
landmark’s likelihood according to its label distribution. We
express the figure likelihood as the probability of the landmark-
to-figure path under the learned language model (16), where we
consider the shortest path that runs from the robot’s pose at the
time of the description, through the landmark region, and on to
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Figure 2: An example of a semantic graph.

Table 1: Notation
Symbol Description

G

t

= (V

t

, E

t

)

Graph representation of the topology
at time t that consists of a set of ver-
tices V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} connected
by undirected edges E.

L

t

Set of labels l

i

associated with each
place.

�

t

Parsed natural language description of
the environment.

X

t

Vector of landmark poses.

z

t

Set of sensor readings made up to time
t by sensors onboard the robot.

u

t Set of odometry readings up to time t.

Distribution over Semantic Graphs

Formally, we maintain a distribution over the semantic graph
conditioned upon the history of odometry, ut, sensor data,
z

t, as well as natural language descriptions of the environ-
ment, �t. The distribution includes the topology, G

t

, as well
as places, including their locations, X

t

, and a distribution
over their labels parametized with a vector of probabilities,
L

i

t

, for each node in the topological map. We are then inter-
ested in maintaining the posterior distribution over this tuple
given the observations:
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where G

t

denotes the graph at time t, zt = {z1, z2, . . . , zt}
is the history of metric exteroceptive sensor data (in our case,
laser range scans), ut

= {u1, u2, . . . , ut

} is the history of
odometry measurements, and �

t is the history of linguistic
data. Table 1 outlines our notation.

We factor the joint posterior into a distribution over the
graphs and a conditional distribution over the positions and

labels of each place.
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This factorization leads to separate components in the
model for the metric map (X

t

), the topological map (G
t

),
and the semantic map (L

t

). The space of possible graphs
for a particular environment is spanned by the allocation of
edges between nodes, resulting in a combinatorial explosion
because the number of possible edges is polynomial in the
number of nodes. Hence, maintaining a distribution over [ST] Is this

a new thing
that we
noticed, or did
Ranganathan
et al notice
it too? If it
is new, we
should say so
explicitly; if
not, we should
cite them.

graphs is intractable for all but trivially small environments.
In order to overcome this complexity, we make the assump-
tion that the distribution over graphs is dominated by a small
subset of topologies while the likelihood associated with the
majority of topologies is nearly zero. This assumption holds
true in situations where the environment structure limits con-
nectivity (e.g., indoor, man-made environments) or in situ-
ations when the robot’s motion limits loop closures (e.g.,
robot exploration). The assumption fails, however, with re-
peated traversals within open environments.

The assumption that the distribution is peaked around
a limited set of topologies allows us to use particle-
based methods to represent the posterior over graphs
p(G

t

|zt, ut

,�

t

). Inspired by the derivation of Ran-
ganathan and Dellaert [4] for topological SLAM, we em-
ploy Rao-Blackwellization to model the factored formu-
lation, whereby we accompany the sample-based distri-
bution over graphs with analytic representations for the
conditional posteriors over the node locations and labels.
Specifically, we maintain a Dirichlet distribution that mod-
els the posterior distribution over the set of node labels
p(L

t

|X
t

, G

t

, z

t

, u

t

,�

t

). We represent the posterior over the
node poses p(X

t

, |G
t

, z

t

, u

t

,�

t

) by a Gaussian, which we
parametrize in the canonical form. We utilize the iSAM al-
gorithm proposed by Kaess et al. [3] to maintain this distri-
bution over time.

Underlying our algorithm is a formulation of a Rao-
Blackwellized particle filter that maintains the analytic ex-
pression for the conditional posterior along with the sample-
based representation for the marginal graph posterior. We
represent the joint distribution over the topology, node loca-
tions, and labels as a set of particles
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where G

(i)
t

denotes a particular sample from the space
of graphs; X

(i)
t

is the analytic distribution over lcoations;
L

(i)
t

is the analytic distributions over labels; and w

(i)
t

is the
weight of particle i.

Algorithm 1 outlines the process by which our algorithm
recursively updates the distribution over semantic graphs de-
fined in Equation (1) to reflect robot motion, new metric
sensor data, and spoken utterances. In the first step, we
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graphs is intractable for all but trivially small environments.
In order to overcome this complexity, we make the assump-
tion that the distribution over graphs is dominated by a small
subset of topologies while the likelihood associated with the
majority of topologies is nearly zero. This assumption holds
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nectivity (e.g., indoor, man-made environments) or in situ-
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robot exploration). The assumption fails, however, with re-
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The assumption that the distribution is peaked around
a limited set of topologies allows us to use particle-
based methods to represent the posterior over graphs
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Underlying our algorithm is a formulation of a Rao-
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Algorithm 1 outlines the process by which our algorithm
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subset of topologies while the likelihood associated with the
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Underlying our algorithm is a formulation of a Rao-
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pression for the conditional posterior along with the sample-
based representation for the marginal graph posterior. We
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graphs is intractable for all but trivially small environments.
In order to overcome this complexity, we make the assump-
tion that the distribution over graphs is dominated by a small
subset of topologies while the likelihood associated with the
majority of topologies is nearly zero. This assumption holds
true in situations where the environment structure limits con-
nectivity (e.g., indoor, man-made environments) or in situ-
ations when the robot’s motion limits loop closures (e.g.,
robot exploration). The assumption fails, however, with re-
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The assumption that the distribution is peaked around
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based methods to represent the posterior over graphs
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pression for the conditional posterior along with the sample-
based representation for the marginal graph posterior. We
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odometry measurements, and �

t is the history of linguistic
data. Table 1 outlines our notation.

We factor the joint posterior into a distribution over the
graphs and a conditional distribution over the positions and

labels of each place.
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). (2)

This factorization leads to separate components in the
model for the metric map (X

t

), the topological map (G
t

),
and the semantic map (L

t

). The space of possible graphs
for a particular environment is spanned by the allocation of
edges between nodes, resulting in a combinatorial explosion
because the number of possible edges is polynomial in the
number of nodes. Hence, maintaining a distribution over [ST] Is this

a new thing
that we
noticed, or did
Ranganathan
et al notice
it too? If it
is new, we
should say so
explicitly; if
not, we should
cite them.

graphs is intractable for all but trivially small environments.
In order to overcome this complexity, we make the assump-
tion that the distribution over graphs is dominated by a small
subset of topologies while the likelihood associated with the
majority of topologies is nearly zero. This assumption holds
true in situations where the environment structure limits con-
nectivity (e.g., indoor, man-made environments) or in situ-
ations when the robot’s motion limits loop closures (e.g.,
robot exploration). The assumption fails, however, with re-
peated traversals within open environments.

The assumption that the distribution is peaked around
a limited set of topologies allows us to use particle-
based methods to represent the posterior over graphs
p(G

t

|zt, ut

,�

t

). Inspired by the derivation of Ran-
ganathan and Dellaert [4] for topological SLAM, we em-
ploy Rao-Blackwellization to model the factored formu-
lation, whereby we accompany the sample-based distri-
bution over graphs with analytic representations for the
conditional posteriors over the node locations and labels.
Specifically, we maintain a Dirichlet distribution that mod-
els the posterior distribution over the set of node labels
p(L

t

|X
t

, G

t

, z

t

, u

t

,�

t

). We represent the posterior over the
node poses p(X

t

, |G
t

, z

t

, u

t

,�

t

) by a Gaussian, which we
parametrize in the canonical form. We utilize the iSAM al-
gorithm proposed by Kaess et al. [3] to maintain this distri-
bution over time.

Underlying our algorithm is a formulation of a Rao-
Blackwellized particle filter that maintains the analytic ex-
pression for the conditional posterior along with the sample-
based representation for the marginal graph posterior. We
represent the joint distribution over the topology, node loca-
tions, and labels as a set of particles

P
t

= {P (1)
t

, P

(2)
t

, . . . , P

(m)
t

}. (3)

Each particle P

(i)
t

2 P
t

consists of the set

P

(i)
t

=

n

G

(i)
t
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(i)
t

, L

(i)
t

w

(i)
t

o

, (4)

where G

(i)
t

denotes a particular sample from the space
of graphs; X

(i)
t

is the analytic distribution over lcoations;
L

(i)
t

is the analytic distributions over labels; and w

(i)
t

is the
weight of particle i.

Algorithm 1 outlines the process by which our algorithm
recursively updates the distribution over semantic graphs de-
fined in Equation (1) to reflect robot motion, new metric
sensor data, and spoken utterances. In the first step, we
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